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Reading for the feast of the Holy Innocents (28 December):

New on Thinking Faith:  
The age of innocents
Although the feast of the Holy Innocents
may seem like an interruption to our
Christmas festivities, it can bring us to a
fuller appreciation of the gift of the
incarnation, suggests Mark Dowd. What
would happen if we welcome ‘the grit in
the oyster of the Christmas story’ and
allow ourselves to be challenged by the
painful and contemporary reality of
suffering?  Read >>

The Christmas story according to Matthew
Our gospel reading comes from the end of Matthew’s infancy
story. Joseph takes the child Jesus and his mother to Egypt.
The attentive reader remembers how another Joseph who
dreamed also went down to Egypt... Read >>
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Feast of St John  (27 December)
On the evangelist's feast, explore John's Gospel with
Thinking Faith through our many scriptural and imaginative
reflections on the text, which Peter Edmonds SJ  calls a
'religious classic'!  Read >>

Christmas reading  from the Thinking Faith archive:

A very messy Christmas
If your Christmas wasn't perfect, don't worry - the first
Christmas wasn't either! Maybe the mess and muddle of
an imperfect Christmas is the best situation in which to
welcome Jesus.  Read >>

He came all so still
Contemplating the Nativity, for St Ignatius, is not just a
cerebral exercise; engaging with the mystery of the
Incarnation requires all of our senses.   Read >>

Christmas as Advent
For many people, Christmas Day marks the end of a
hectic few weeks of festivities; for the Church,
however, it is the beginning of the celebration that we
prepare for throughout Advent. But why, asks Philip
Endean SJ, do we anticipate anew the coming of Christ
each year? Perhaps we should think of Christmas itself
as a time of expectation.  Read >>

And if you need it ... How to be grateful
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What are your thoughts as we prepare to leave 2021
behind? It hasn't been the easiest year, and we pray for all of
our readers who have coped with suffering and loss this
year. If you are struggling to find things to be grateful for, we
hope this article will help. Read >>

With best wishes,

The Editor
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